Abstract-Failure-Rate Minimization is becoming one of the major design issues in wireless sensor network (WSN) architecture due to multiple available Functional-units (FUs). There is a tradeoff between reliability and performance, such as timing constraint. This paper studies how to minimize the total failure rate while satisfying performance requirement for WSN applications. Two novel algorithms are proposed to solve the FRMFS (Failure Rate Minimization with FU Scheduling) problem. We use these FU scheduling algorithms to minimize system failure rate without sacrificing performance. Our results show that the average improvement on failure-rate reduction is significant with the use of our algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a wide variety of applications, for example: microclimate monitoring [1] , [2] , plant physiology [3] , animal behavior [4] - [6] , structural monitoring [2] , [7] , [8] and condition-based maintenance. Reliability of distributed micro sensor nodes is an important issue in the design of sensor networks.
Heterogeneity is the trend of today's WSNs. With more and more sensor types or Functional-units (FUs) available, it is challenging to take full advantage of these FUs while satisfying the timing constraints in WSN design. The same function can be executed by different sensor type or FU types. Therefore, the same type of operations can be processed by heterogeneous sensors or FUs with different costs or failure rates. This paper focuses on how to reduce the total system failure rate of a WSN composed of heterogeneous sensors (FUs).
According to the failure rate model proposed by Srinivasan and Jha [9] , the failure rate of a system is defined as the rate of failure of a system or component during during the time of executing a DFG (Data Flow Graph). A DFG is a node-weighted and edge-weighted directed graph, where each node represents a task, and each edge defines the precedence relations among nodes. In order to minimize the system failure rate, we need to minimize the sum of failure rates of all the nodes in the system. In other words, we need to find a schedule such that the timing constraint is satisfied and the sum of failure rates of all nodes is minimized.
Combining the consideration of failure rate [9] - [12] and performance, we design in this paper two algorithms to solve the FRMFS (Failure Rate Minimization with FU Scheduling) problem, i.e., how to minimize total failure rate while satisfying timing constraint for WSN applications. Our experimental results show that these algorithms achieve significant reductions on an average in total failure rate compared with the previous works. For example, with 3 FUs, compared with the TBFT algorithm in [9] , our algorithm FU Sch2 shows an average 21.7% reduction in total failure rate.
The paper is organized as follows: we describe necessary background in Section II. Our proposed algorithms are presented in Section III. In Section IV, experimental results are shown and discussed. Concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND MODELS
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts that will be used throughout this paper. First we present the system failure rate model. Then, we describe the FUs scheduling problem with the help of an example.
A. The Failure Rate Model
We use the failure rate model proposed by Srinivasan and Jha [9] . Consider a heterogeneous system with M FUs available, {F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F M }, and a DFG containing N nodes, {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u N }. Let t j (i) be the execution time of node u i for FU F j . Let f j be the failure rate of FU F j . Then the failure rate of node u i for FU F j is defined as t j (i) · f j . Let x ij be a binary number that denotes whether FU F j is scheduled to node u i or not (it equals 1 if FU F j is assigned to u i ; otherwise it equals 0).
Define the un-failure rate of a system as the probability that the system will not fail during the time of executing a DFG. The probability of a system not failing during the time of processing a DFG is:
When f j 1, we can approximate
Therefore, we have
when f j 1 [10] . Thus, in order to maximize Pr, we need to minimize (f j x ij t j (i)), which is called as failure rate of a system In other words, we need to find a schedule such that the timing constraint is satisfied and the sum of failure rates of all nodes is minimized, which is needed to avoid system failure as much as possible.
B. Heterogeneous FU schedule problem
We define the heterogeneous FU scheduling problem as follows: given a heterogeneous system with M FUs,
is a set of nodes, with each node representing a task, E d ⊆ V · V is a set of edges representing dependencies relations among nodes in V.
, where t i (k) denoted the computation time of u k on F i , and a time constraint L, find a task schedule for G such that the failure rate is minimized within L. An example is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Assume there is a heterogeneous system that consists of two heterogeneous FUs, F1 and F2. An exemplary DAG is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The given time constraint for the DAG to be executed is 10 time units. The execution time and failure rate of each node for different FUs are shown in Fig. 1(b) . For the convenience of computation and presentation, we use an integer (enlarged 1000 times) to represent the failure rate of each node. In Fig. 1(b) , T i denotes the execution time and E i denotes the first part of the failure rate E ij , which is the failure rate for u i to be scheduled on F j . Two schedules for the DAG are shown in Fig. 2 . In Schedule 1, the schedule length is 10 time units and its system failure rate is 63. In Schedule 2, the schedule length is 10 time units and its system failure rate is 57. Both schedules satisfy the time constraint while the latter has a lower failure rate. This example shows that different task schedules will produce different system failure rate.
III. THE ALGORITHMS In this section, two algorithms, FU Sch1 and FU Sch2 are designed to solve the FRMFS (Failure Rate Minimization with FU Scheduling) problem, i.e., how to obtain the minimum total system failure rate without sacrificing performance, based on multi-FU scheduling.
Scheduling problems with time and resource constraints are well-known to be NP complete. We are going to solve a scheduling problem with time and resource constraints in a heterogeneous system and minimize the failure rate of the system at the same time. Therefore, our problem is also NP complete. In this section, two novel algorithms, FU Sch1 and FU Sch2, are developed to solve this problem. FU Sch1 uses a bipartite matching strategy based on ALAP (As Late As Possible) scheduling and FU Sch2 uses a progressive relaxation strategy based on ALAP scheduling. Some symbols used in our algorithms are listed in Table I The FU that node i is scheduled on E total
Overall failure rate for the system 
A. FU Scheduling with Bipartite Matching
FU Sch1 is designed to use the bipartite matching strategy to schedule tasks. The idea is: first, use the ALAP scheduling, which minimizes the schedule length, to get the latest starting time for every node. Then construct a bipartite matching graph with the nodes in the ready list in one set and all FUs in the other set. Then reschedule nodes based on the minimum failure-rate bipartite matching. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm III.1 V 1 and V 2 in the algorithm represent the two sets used in the bipartite matching.
This algorithm first schedules all nodes using the ALAP scheduling. Based on the schedule, we use the bipartite
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. EST i ← starting time of node i in ASAP; 3: LST i ← starting time of node i in ALAP; 4: FT i ← Finish time of node i in ALAP; 5: end for 6: for all F j ∈ F do 7: SL j ← 0; 8: end for 9: E total ← 0; 10: while ∃ nodes not marked do 11: for all F j ∈ F do 12: if the first node in F j has no dependency constraint then 13: put it into V 1 ; M ← minimum-cost-bipartite-matching for nodes in G BM ;
30:
for all e ij in the matching M do 31: mark u ij as scheduled; X i ← the matching F j ; 32:
33:
Add the data migration delay into SL X i ;
35:
for all u k which is a dependent of u i do 36: update the dependence information for u k ; end for 42: end while matching to schedule nodes. For each FU, among those nodes not marked by matching, the node with the earliest start time is considered: if it has no dependency constraint at that time, it's inserted into the ready list. A bipartite matching graph is constructed as follows: all nodes from the ready list are on one side, denoted by a set V 1 , and all FUs are on the other side, denoted by a set V 2 . Each node, u i , in V 1 has an edge connected with each FU, F j , in V 2 . If the schedule length of the FU plus the node's computation time is less than the finish time of the node in ALAP, the edge weight is set to the failure rate E ij . Otherwise, the edge weight is set to be infinity. After constructing the graph, call the minimum-cost-bipartitematching function to get a minimum cost bipartite matching. Since the edge weight is set to the failure rate, the matching produced by the function minimizes the reliability cost in
Algorithm III.2 FU Sch2 Algorithm
Input: a DAG G = V, E d , a set of FUs, a timing constraint L Output: A task scheduling with failure-rate minimization 1: for all u i ∈ V ; do 2:
EST i ← starting time of node i in ASAP; 4: LST i ← starting time of node i in ALAP; 5: FT i ← Finish time of node i in ALAP; 6: end for 7: for all F j ∈ F do 8: SL j ← 0; 9: end for 10: E total ← 0; 11: while ∃ nodes not marked do 12: Min ← ∞ ; 13: take the node u i , with minimum LST i and not marked; 
29:
for all u k which is a dependent of u i do 30: update the dependence information for u k ; 31:
end if 34: end for 35: end while each scheduling step. After a match is found, schedule the tasks on the corresponding FUs, mark the node and update their descendants' information, i.e. dependence constraints and earliest starting time, recursively. Repeat this process until there is no more node to be rescheduled.
Because the FU selection for a node is limited by the finish time in the ALAP, the node can at least be scheduled on the same FU as ALAP. Thus, as long as there is an ALAP schedule for the graph, this algorithm won't fail to produce a schedule for all the tasks. As the failure rate is the matching factor in the bipartite matching, the failure-rate minimization is improved over the list scheduling algorithm.
B. FU Scheduling with Progressive Relaxation
FU Sch2 progressively improves the reliability based on the schedule obtained by the ALAP scheduling. The idea is to reschedule each node to reduce the system failure rate as much as possible. It is shown in Algorithm III.2. After the initialization, this algorithm first obtains an ALAP schedule for all the tasks in the graph. Then repeat the following steps until all nodes are marked: among all nodes that are not marked, take the node with earliest starting time and reschedule it to a FU such that the system failure This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. rate is minimized. A node can only be rescheduled to a FU if its finish time is earlier than that in ALAP and the task does not overlap with other tasks remaining in the ALAP schedule. The choice of the node is made this way because the remaining nodes can always be scheduled within the time constraint as long as the ALAP schedule exists for this task graph. After this task is scheduled, mark the node, update the dependence constraint information and the earliest start time for all its descendants recursively, update the system failure rate and the schedule length, then continue this process until all nodes are marked.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experiments with the our algorithms on a set of well-known DSP benchmarks including Wave Digital filter (WDF), Infinite Impulse filter (IIR), Differential Pulse-Code Modulation device (DPCM), Two dimensional filter (2D), Floyd-Steinberg algorithm (Floyd), and All-pole filter. We build a simulation framework to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. K different FU types, F 1 , · · ·, F K , are used in the system, in which a FU with type F 1 is the quickest with the highest failure rate and a FU with type F K is the slowest with the lowest failure rate. Each task node has different failure rates under different FU types. Due to the page limit, we don't list the detail table in this paper.
We conducted experiments on four methods: Method 1: list scheduling; Method 2: the TBFT algorithm in [9] ; Method 3: our algorithm FU Sch1; Method 4: our algorithm FU Sch2. In the list scheduling, the priority of a node is set as the longest path from this node to a leaf node [13] . The experiments are performed on a Dell PC with a P4 2.1 G processor and 512 MB memory running Red Hat Linux 9.0.
The experimental results for the four methods are shown in Table II to Table III when the number of FUs is 3 and 4, respectively. Column "Bench." stands for the benchmarks we used in the experiments. Column "N." represents the number of nodes of each filter benchmark. Column "M1" to "M4" represents the four methods we used in the experiments. Column "E" represents the minimum total system failure rate obtained from four different algorithms. Column "% M1", "% M2" under "M3" and "M4" represents the percentage of reduction in total failure rate, compared to Method 1 and Method 2, respectively. The average reduction
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978-1-4244-2324-8/08/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE. is shown in the last row of the table. The results show that our algorithms for the FRMFS problem can significantly improve the performance of applications on WSNs. All of our algorithms (Method 3 and Method 4) improve the failure-rate reduction over the traditional list scheduling algorithm. Among them, FU Sch2 (Method 4) gives the best performance. We can see that with more FUs selections, the reduction ratio for the total failure rate has increased. For example, with 3 FUs, compared with Method 1, FU Sch2 (Method 4) shows an average 31.1% reduction in total failure rate. While using 4 FUs, the reduction rate changed to be 34.3% for total failure rate.
It is worthwhile to pointing out that we obtain this improvement ratio without sacrificing performance. For example, Table IV shows the failure rate vs. time constraints by benchmark IIR filter. FU Sch2 (Method 4) improves the failure-rate reduction significantly when the time constraint is large. If the time constraint is small, it still improves the failure-rate reduction while meeting the constraint. FU Sch1 (Method 3) can always improve failure-rate reduction as long as there exists a schedule by the ALAP scheduling. The improvement is not as significant as FU Sch2 (Method 4) when the time constraint is large. This is because the algorithm always tries to use all available FUs in each step, while FU Sch2 (Method 4) schedules one node in each step and avoid FUs with high failure rate if possible. Both FU Sch1 and FU Sch2 are novel algorithms. FU Sch1 is more straight forward and has lower complexity. FU Sch2 can achieve better results but is more suitable for smaller systems. Both these two algorithms can give solutions that are very close to the optimal solutions (less than 15% to 5% difference in average) in most cases.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we studied the scheduling problem that minimizes the total failure rate of a system without sacrificing performance on WSNs. We proposed two highly efficient algorithms to solve the FRMFS (Failure Rate Minimization with FU Scheduling) problem for WSN applications. By using multi-FU scheduling, our algorithms improve both the performance and failure-rate-minimization of WSN applications. A wide range of benchmarks have been tested on the experiments. The experimental results showed that our algorithms significantly improved the failure-rate-minimization while satisfying performance requirements for applications on WSNs.
